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Ultimate price for non-compliance
with the LRA provisions

In this case NUMSA sought to join two employers, Intervalve (Pty) Ltd
and BHR Piping Systems (Pty) Ltd, as parties to an unfair dismissal case in
the Labour Court between NUMSA and Steinmüller Africa (Pty) Ltd.  

The brief facts of the case are that on 14 April 2010 more than 200
members of NUMSA were dismissed after participating in an unprotected
industrial action at an industrial site in Pretoria West where Steinmüller,
Intervalve and BHR operate. The three companies share one parent company
and, as such, have common shareholders and directors, operate from the
same site and also share human resources services. In some of the documents
the three companies were collectively referred to as the “Steinmüller Group
of Companies”. As a result, the industrial action was handled by the shared
human resources services since the dismissed employees were each employed
by one or other of the three companies. Furthermore, the dismissal letters
issued to the employees were identical and signed by the managing director
of the holding company.

On 20 April 2010, NUMSA referred the unfair dismissal dispute on
behalf of its members for conciliation, citing only Steinmüller as the
employer. Steinmüller disputed that it was the employer of all the affected
employees at the conciliation proceedings and pointed out that some of the
dismissed employees were employed by either Intervalve or BHR. The dis-
pute remained unresolved and a certificate of non-resolution was issued.  

More than three months after the alleged dismissal of the employees,
NUMSA referred a fresh dispute to the bargaining council, together with a
condonation application. In the second referral, NUMSA cited Steinmüller,
alternatively Intervalve and alternatively BHR as the employer party. The
bargaining council refused to condone the delay of the second referral. It is
noteworthy that NUMSA did not place the reasons for the commissioner’s
refusal to condone the second referral before the court and did not challenge
them by way of review to the Labour Court.  

NUMSA then brought an action for unfair dismissal in the Labour
Court in respect of the first referral involving Steinmüller alone and sought
relief solely against the company.  More than seven months later, NUMSA
brought an application in terms of rule 22 of the Labour Court Rules, to join
Intervalve and BHR to the proceedings as the employers. The Labour Court
allowed NUMSA to join Intervalve and BHR as parties to the proceedings
on the basis that they had a substantial interest and “quite obviously a suffi-

cient legal interest” since they were
the employers of some of the
employees in the proceedings. This
decision was overturned on appeal
by the Labour Appeal Court.  

The Labour Appeal Court held
that the Labour Court had no juris-
diction to entertain an unfair dis-
missal claim against Intervalve and
BHR because the LRA requires that
the matter first be conciliated
against them. According to the
Labour Appal Court, s191(5) of the
LRA imposes as a jurisdictional pre-
condition that an employee refer a
dispute to conciliation prior to the
dispute being adjudicated by the

Labour Court. The Labour Appeal Court went further and found that “the
discretion to join parties to proceedings cannot trump the clear jurisdictional
requirements of the LRA”. NUMSA then appealed that decision to the
Constitutional Court.

On appeal, NUMSA contended that s191 requires that only a dispute
need be referred for conciliation and that the referral need not mention
every employer involved at that stage. NUMSA contended further that
even if it was wrong in its interpretation of s191, by citing Steinmüller
alone, it had substantially complied with the requirements of the section.  

Intervalve and BHR placed particular emphasis on s191(3) of the LRA.
Section 191(3) requires that “the employee must satisfy the council or the
Commission that a copy of the referral has been served on the employer.” The two
companies argued that this is a peremptory provision and that actual service
on the employer is a prerequisite for the Labour Court to have jurisdiction.  

In determining the appeal, the Constitutional Court noted that the issue
was whether the Labour Court had jurisdiction to hear an unfair dismissal
dispute, which had not been referred to conciliation and whether NUMSA
had complied with s191, requiring an unfair dismissal dispute to be referred

In the recent judgement of National Union of
Metalworkers of SA v Intervalve (Pty) Ltd & Others
(2015) 35 ILJ 363 (CC), the Constitutional Court was

asked to consider whether employers not cited in the ini-
tial referral to the CCMA or Bargaining Council and, there-
fore, not parties to the conciliation process in terms of
section 191 of the Labour Relations Act, 1965 (LRA), may
be joined in the subsequent dismissal proceedings at the
Labour Court.  
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for conciliation before being brought before the Labour Court.
The majority of the Constitutional Court affirmed the decision of the

Labour Appeal Court in National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa v
Driveline Technologies (Pty) Ltd & Another (2000) 21 ILJ 142 (LAC), where
the court held that “the wording of section 191(5) imposes the referral of a dis-
pute to conciliation as a precondition before such dispute can either be arbitrated or
referred to the Labour Court for adjudication.” The majority held that referral
of the dispute for conciliation is indispensable because it is a precondition to
the jurisdiction of the Labour Court. Although the majority agreed that the
three companies acted jointly, it held that there were separate disputes con-
cerning each employee.  

On whether NUMSA had complied with s191, the majority noted that
the real question was whether NUMSA had fulfilled the purpose of the pro-
vision regardless of whether the exact statutory requirement had been met
or not. This, the majority held, requires a four-step approach to be consid-
ered:

What is the purpose of the statute as a whole, as well as the specific pro-
vision at issue?
What steps did the party take to comply with the provision? Here only
the acts of the party seeking to comply are relevant. The conduct of the
other party is not.  
Did the steps taken achieve the purpose of the statute and of the specific
provision, even if the precise requirements were not met?
Was there any practical prejudice because of non-compliance?

The majority held that in determining the purpose of s191, a court must
consider the entire provision. It held that the broad aim of s191 is to enable
an employer to participate in the conciliation proceedings and, if necessary,
prepare for legal action. The majority further observed that the other pur-
pose of s191 as embraced in s191(3) is to specifically notify each employer
that it may be liable for legal consequences if the dispute is not effectively
conciliated. In light of this, the majority found that although the three com-
panies were closely associated, each of them had to be served with the
notice because they remained separate legal personalities. It concluded that
Intervalve and BHR were not involved in the legal process because
NUMSA had only mentioned and served Steinmüller in its action. In addi-
tion, the majority held that the fact that the three companies dealt with the
strike jointly did not mean that that they had abandoned their right to be
notified separately of any legal action arising from the dismissals.

Accordingly, the majority decision was that the disputes relating to
Intervalve and BHR had not been referred to conciliation and the Labour
Court did not have jurisdiction to hear the matter.  

The majority opinion was that NUMSA failed to act promptly at various
points during the litigation and that may make it possible for the employees
of Intervalve and BHR to seek recompense from it on the basis of negligent
mismanagement of their claim.  

In a dissenting judgement by Justice Nkabinde, the minority agreed with
the importance of conciliation but differed in regard to whether there had
been substantial compliance with s191. The minority held that requiring
strict compliance with the requirements of s191 conflicted with the primary
objects of the LRA and that NUMSA had substantially complied with the
section and, therefore, joinder of Intervalve and BHR should have been
granted. In another, separate dissenting judgement, Justice Froneman found
that the finding of the majority court tilted the scale too far towards compli-
ance with form rather than substance.

In light of the separate dissenting judgement of Justice Froneman, it is
arguable that the majority decision is in conflict with the old adage “sub-
stance over form” principle. The majority judgement correctly outlines the
purpose of s191 but ignores the following pertinent factors: 

The three companies are subsidiaries of the same holding company, have
common shareholders and directors, operate from the same site and also
share human resources services; 
In some of the documents the three companies were collectively referred
to as the “Steinmüller group of companies”; 
The industrial action was handled by the shared human resources services;
and 
The dismissal letters issued to the employees were identical and signed by
the managing director of the holding company.  

Nevertheless, this case stresses the importance of conciliation in the res-
olution of labour disputes. The decision also reiterates that the parties must
comply with due processes and prescripts of the LRA in challenging the fair-
ness of their dismissal. In particular, this case shows that an employer has a
right to be properly served with all relevant documents to enable it partici-
pate in conciliation proceedings and to prepare a defence. �

Dube is an associate in the Labour, Employment and Human Rights
department of Fasken Martineau.
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